Sex doctor cracks myths and jokes

RHF hosts conference for student leaders

ROSSANA BROWN
CT Staff Writer
Two Tech students organized the 2007 Virginia Association of College and University Residence Halls to help delegates from colleges and universities across the state understand themselves in the post-secondary ship and methods of residence hall work across the state.

The theme for the VACURH conference was "The New Reality: College, Money, Callahan, a biology major and the secretary for the Residence Hall Federation, helped organize the event and said the theme "Go Big!" encouraged students to "red in" and learn from each other.

For her fellow conference chair, Jen Singer, the theme "Go Big!" meant that "many schools come in ... and learn from each other.

High school education on the rise

MIG MILLER
CT News Reporter
According to an analysis released Wednesday, March 8 by the State Higher Education Executive Officers, state and local funding for public higher education has been rebounding since it hit a record low of $5.4 billion at the beginning of the decade.

New data, manually by state, by pupil, and by student, is the most recent year, enrollment slightly slowed down dramatically as you are dividing the number of dollars by fewer students.

On a more local note, the state of Virginia is also following this national trend, below they have to instruct their partner:

- How to satisfy her, 5 percent can "fight their urging thoughts" think about erotic situations and have an orgasm, and lastly, 5 percent have to overcome depression and alcoholism to have an orgasm.

- Weinstein stated that her position on abortion is that abortion should be legal but only for when contraceptives fail, not as a contraceptive. In terms of homosexuality, Weinstein made a point that same-sex couples should have the same respect as heterosexual couples.

- "You have to stand up and put your hands on the table," she said.

Following this, Weinstein gave the audience some further advice, the chỉ for their vaginal muscles, and "work at the derriere muscles."

For the men in the audience, she advised to stand in front of a mirror and examine and to "admire" their reflection.

"Peris sit has nothing to do with sexual satisfaction," she said, "unless she makes it more.

Weinstein ended her lecture with encouragement to only have sex if they want to and to stand by personal morals and values.

Following her lecture, Weinstein conducted a question and answer session where she addressed topics such as makeup, sex, multiple orgasms, and penetration, and month裔 sex.

The night ended with a signed copy of the best-selling book for all students.

"I advise you to keep these and buy an original, or use them as a houseguest and on that said," said Dr. Rich's lecture was the first event in Tech's new Jewish Awareness Month.
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